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ABSTRACT
The project deals with designing of a web based
application for online delivery of cashewnuts. This
application assures mechanism for distant customers
timely delivery of the quality product. It makes use of
modules like payment gateway and windows services as
additional points for secured and increased sale of
cashew business. The whole system is designed using
ASP.Net with C# which allows dynamic creation of
responsive website. There are five main actors in the
project- Admin, customer, shopkeeper, supplier,
wholesaler who have their roles ad functionalities
defined in further modules.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Online shopping has become easier in the digital
world with the help of  tablets and smartphones
and other smart secure systems. Hence, the e-
Commerce industry is rising to higher levels in the
market[7].This web application deals with the
ordering of cashews and financial transactions for
the same. The customer is able to view the
categories, place orders, track orders, etc. The
primary scope of E-commerce based web
application is that, it  provides an online portal to
Factory for selling their products online to the
customers and wholesalers. These customers can
be online or offline. Payment gateway feature is
added for secured financial transactions[1]. This
application intends on maintaining better
relationship with its users. Hence windows
services are also added to keep a customer updated
about festive offers or discounts and product
tracking too. It also provides a mechanism for
receiving feedbacks from its customers. It also

focuses on integrating all their factories and shops
located separately and provide automation for the
same. The payroll of all the workers and their daily
tasks can be maintained with the help of this
application.The system environment consists of five
active actors and one cooperating environment. It
operates as follows:

 The Admin controls the website,manages the
orders of customers and payroll of the workers
and updates the website regularly.

 The guest can view the website and has to
register as an user for further access.

 Customer has access to view and order the
products and track the order as well.

 The supplier uses the system for advertising and
selling of his raw material.

 The wholesalers too, can register and become a
member of the system and then get access to
various discounts and offers etc.

 The workers work according to their shifts and
complete their daily tasks. Depending on the
punctuality and overtimes, ‘worker of the month’
is estimated using this system.

2. EXISTING SYSTEM
With the adverse change in IT sector and appearance
and deevelopment of online stores, the online
shopping has changed completely as compared to
what it was in the past. Now in order to exixt in this
severe market competition it is important for the
organizations to understand the factors that matter for
consumers when they go for online shopping. As the
competition in e-commerce is intensified, it becomes
more important for online retailers to understand the
antecedents of consumer acceptance of online
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shopping[8]. Various systems exist for online
dealing of goods and services. As for clothing and
garment, we have Myntra,Shein, for e-Gadgets we
also have Amazon,Flipkart,etc. Similarly, various
websites and applications exist for online
transactions of food items. A kalbavi cashew
website being one of the exact similar ones, exists
in the market[4]. The system consists of a website
that advertises the various types of products being
manufactured there and has provision for selling it.
It has 3 actors:
 Admin: he manages the website and approves

the orders and logins of customers.
 Guest: he can view all the products and types

along with rates from the site. Only if he
wishes to purchase, he needs to register as a
customer.

 Customer has access to all the functionalities
of the site.

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The proposed cashewnut factory web application
stores the following information:

 Product Description: The application
describes the various types of cashewnuts
available and their details along with the
comparision with others[6].

 Customer Description: Detailed information
about online customers in recorded and
maintained accordingly. The details of offline
customers are also recorded at specific shops.

 Workers’ Description: The daily working
hours of workers are recorded  and hence their
payroll is automatically calculated at the end
of the month

This application consists of the following
information:

 Maintains the product related data:

-- A cashew product has a title, id and price.

-- The respective shops keep track of the
stock/quantity of each type of cashew.

 Maintain records for all the customers:
-- A customer can be either a registered member or

not.
-- A customer has a username (unique), password

(no restrictions), email address (not
compulsory), and postal address.

-- Any guest can sign up and register for a customer.
-- Allow any guest customer to become a member.
 Showing a sorted list of available cashew

products:
-- Names are to be displayed in order of grading of

cashews.

-- Each cashew product will have the following
details: 1)Title 2)Unique category id 3)Price.

 Allow customers, wholesaler and suppliers to log
in and out of the system.

-- Users will be logged out if inactive specificamount
of time to maintain security.

 Shopping cart

-- There is no restriction to the number of adding
product to the shopping cart.

-- The shopping cart allows multiple packets of same
cashew product.

 Checkout
-- Checkout is only available to logged-in customers.

A user that is not logged in as a customer is
given a chance to log in.

-- Member customers may have the privilege of
membership.

-- Depending on the type of membership, discount
offers may vary.

-- The discount is specified by the manager at the
time of the giving membership.

-- Log/record the transaction.
 Notify manager when product need to be

reordered in shops
-- When the quantity of any type of cashew product,

falls below a threshold, the manager is notified to
deliver that in respective shops.

 Allow manager to update stock quantities
-- Allow manager to change any product's price .
-- Allow manager to view transaction logs.
 Allow manager to create discounts
-- This is a percentage discount that can be applied to

an entire order
-- Discounts may only be used by member customers
-- An offer  has an expiration date specified by the

manager.
-- When any festive offer  is created, it is sent to all

member customers via the email address or their
contact no. on record.
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4. PLANNING, IMPLEMENTATION &
TESTING
The planning phase has many phases the are
scheduled according to the processes in the
project. Timely meetings makes the further tasks
easy and complete. The implementation and
planning undergo the process ahead[6].

Use case Diagram

The requirements and analyzed and planned in a
way to be designed. Interviewing of clients in
detail is included in this phase and a rough
scheduled plan is designed accordingly. An SRS
based on certain discussion is finalized and is been
approved by the customer. Project charter has the
timely estimated completion of tasks that has been
discussed thoroughly the budget estimation of
project being an important factor has to be
segregated into the necessary parts and discussed
with the client[6]. All the resource, schedule,
procurement planning is done accordingly before
actual starting of the project implementation and is
all verified and approved with the customer.
Further, proper images of the site are collected and
the project is started with implementation phase:

1) Designing the database:
The database design depends on the number of
actors and modules in the application. It consistes
of the following tables:
-Product category.

-Worker master.
-Supplier master.
-Raw material purchase.
-Raw material enquiry and reply.
-Enquiry product detail.
-Discount details.
-Wholesaler registration.
-Product details.
-Finished good products.
-Unit of measurement.
-Current stock.
-Sales
-Shopcart.
-Manage order
-order1
-order detail.
Review.
2) Creating the homepage for the web
application:
It includes adding all the factory relevant information
and giving links to other pages accordingly. The
guest can view this page of the web application. For
further access, he needs to register as customer or
wholesaler.
3) Creating the admin page:
This is most dynamic page with number of tasks.
There is a module for maintaining workers page
where their daily attendance is maintained which is
used for calculating their payscale, calculated in
work/hour format which is automatically generated
by the system as when the admin demands.
Categories of products have to be mentioned and
updated. The suppliers records have to maintained
for further access. Daily product in and out stock
entries must be managed. Also, raw material
purchase enquiries are maintained by the manager as
the remaining tasks have to be divided based on this
information. Like single customers, wholesalers also
place their orders in bulk, hence all the orders have to
be maintained and managed smoothly. These orders
appear to the admin in the form of list view which
can be, proceeded, deleted, or haulted according to
availability of product. The items that are delivered
have a mechanism of auto deletion from the
customersshopcart. The admin utilizes the windows
services module for sending out festive offers and
discounts to the registered customers with the help of
messages. Lastly, there is a mechanism for customer
feedback, which is accepted or rejected by the admin
based on the purpose of the feedback.
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4) Creating customer pages:
The customer can completely view the product
details that are not available to the guest. He can
add the required products to the cart and generate
the order which is received by the admin at the
other end. He will be now taken to the online
payment section, where payment gateways are
implemented using secure and trusted
features[5][2]. During registration a provision for
prime membership is given to the customer. Prime
customers have likewise offers and discount on the
occasion of festival or during stock clearance.
Once a customer laces an order, he receives a
confirmation email or message and there on, he
can also track his order and know the estimated
delivery. A customer further has options for
updating and editing his profile based on which the
delivery is done. He also has the option for giving
out a feedback regarding the service and product.
But the requirement for filling out such feedback is
only if the customer has purchased any product
from this website, otherwise, his feedback would
not be accepted at the time of submission.
5) Creating page for shopkeeper:
The shopkeeper deals with the door/offline
customer. These pages integrate several shops and
the role of shopkeeper is to maintain daily
accounts of the cashew sale, hence the admin
checks the updates and accordingly manufactures
additional amount. These accounts directly affect
the database to give the exact number of cashews
left.
6) Creating wholesaler page:
A guest who logs in as customer has to give a firm
name. he will be able to view stocks left,
manufactured in factory and can get the estimation
of deliver within less than 24 hours. Accordingly,
he can place the order along with payment. Also,
he’ll be able to view his last purchase order details.
7) Creating supplier page:
A supplier is an actor who utilizes this web
application for the sale of his raw material. Hence
he has to upload an image and information
regarding his product and relevant price for the
same. Admin later on replies to his request oe
enquiries.

In the testing phase, the web application is been
tested approved. Alpha and beta testing are
performed widely. Only then, the web application
is deployed on the internet.

5. RESULT & DISCUSSION
The outcomes of this project will be:

• A web based platform where customers or
wholesalers can easily place their orders.

• A window based application which automatically
generates the payroll of the workers.

• Managing the attendance of the
workers.Integrating all their factories and shops
located separately.

• Maintaining the database of workers, suppliers,
customers, wholesalers and stock of products and
accessing it remotely.

Discussion based on the consumer’s feedback and
data analysis:

 The e-commerce website must provide clear
and very detailed information about products so as to
facilitate consumers with the ease and feeling of
getting the product that they are looking for[10].
 The respondents felt that they cannot buy
products at any point of time and the reasons they
mentioned were: late or no delivery at mid nights at
all, the particular website does not function smoothly
sometimes due to website traffic and they feel it is
not so satisfactory to buy products 24/7[10].

6. CONCLUSION
E-commerce are sturdily affected by
psychographicfactors[9]. The E-tailors are now can
make out; who are shopping online? what are they
like to purchaseonline? where do they get
information from etc. make easy to them to invent
the tactic forsuccess in near future. The leading
factors of online can be summarized as convenience,
easeof use, secure mode of payment, cost and time
saving in order of main concern. Online shopping
atpresently enjoying its entry in to early adopters'
stage as the data confirms where younger,
moresophisticated customers who are shopping
online. Technology is moving at a immediate
pace[11]. Onlinesellers need to keep themselves
ready to face technological changes which have the
control tomake or mar their commerce.
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